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                            The key reason you should use Whoop Strength Trainer - and 5 tips for tracking            Once upon a time, tracking your strength workouts and receiving the right amount of credit for your big lifts in the gym was virtually impossible. That's all changed with Whoop Strength Trainer.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
            
                                                                                    Posted: Yesterday                    
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                            How Whoop's Health Monitor guided me through a nasty bug            One of my favorite Whoop features is Health Monitor, and once again, it’s just come to my rescue.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
            
                                                                                    Posted: 2 days ago                    
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                            New Samsung smartwatch is being prepared for launch - but it's not the Galaxy Watch...            The Samsung Galaxy Watch 4 could be set for a remarkable re-release in 2024 under a new name, according to a fresh leak.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
            
                                                                                    Posted: 2 days ago                    
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                            Apple Watch and AI used in Stanford study to help identify CRPS triggers in children            A new study will use the Apple Watch to help pinpoint the triggers of pain episodes in children afflicted with Complex Regional Pain Syndrome (CRPS), in the hope of developing strategies for dealing with the condition.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
            
                                                                                    Posted: 2 days ago                    
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                            Oura debuts new hub for experimental features - and the first is 'Symptom Radar'            Oura is rolling out an all-new hub for members to test experimental features, Oura Labs - and the first to appear in the stack is 'Symptom Radar'.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
            
                                                                                    Posted: 6 days ago                    
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                            Samsung Galaxy Watch 7 & 7 Pro: Latest rumors and release date predictions            With the Samsung Galaxy Watch 7 and Galaxy Watch 7 Pro almost certainly set to arrive in 2024, we're already beginning to see rumors and leaks relating to the upcoming smartwatch series emerge.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
            
                                                                                    Posted: 6 days ago                    
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                            Galaxy Watch 7 Pro leak hints at best-ever battery in a Samsung smartwatch            The upcoming Samsung Galaxy Watch 7 Pro may feature one of the biggest Wear OS smartwatch batteries on record, with a regulatory leak showing off the component seemingly destined for the device.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
            
                                                                                    Posted: 6 days ago                    
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                            Meta teases true AR smart glasses that gives users 'best of both worlds'            Meta has officially teased a 'full' pair of augmented reality smart glasses as part of a new blog post celebrating a decade of its Reality Labs division.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
            
                                                                                    Posted: 6 days ago                    
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                            Best Wear OS apps: 18 essential downloads for your smartwatch            Knowing the best Wear OS apps to download is the key to getting the most out of your Android smartwatch.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
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                            Google Wear OS 4 update: Compatible watches, new features and how to update            Wear OS 4 is the latest major version of Google's smartwatch software, boasting a handful of new features and performance upgrades from the previous version.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
            
                                                                                    Posted: Last week                    
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                            Wear OS 3: Compatible watches and update details            Wear OS 3 by Google represents a huge line in the sand for the smartwatch platform - marking the moment Samsung effectively became a joint partner and key new OEMs jumped on board.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
            
                                                                                    Posted: Last week                    
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                            Best Google Wear OS smartwatches and Android alternatives            If you own an Android phone and are looking for the perfect smartwatch to pair with it, you have many options to pick from.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
            
                                                                                    Posted: Last week                    
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                            Best Fitbit 2024: Every model compared            There's such a wide selection of Fitbit smartwatches and fitness bands nowadays that it can boggle the mind when choosing your next device. That's why we've set up this guide: to try and compare the top Fitbit models.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
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                            Up close with the sleek OnePlus Watch            The new OnePlus Watch is a good-looking bit of kit.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
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                            CES 2021's coolest gadgets: Rollable phones, giant TVs, $16,000 bathtub and more            CES may be virtual this year, but there's no shortage of nifty devices. Here's what we've loved so far.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
            
                                                                                    Posted: A long while ago                    
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                            Best high-tech ski gear: 2021 edition            With more winter sports gear going high-tech, we thought we'd have some fun rounding up some of the more innovative ski gear available today.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
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                            Kinda ridiculous, kinda fun... but way too expensive            The new Snap Spectacles throw shade at your average AR headset, but they come at a cost.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
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                            Surprisingly affordable versions of expensive things            Craving Apple AirPods, a Theragun G3Pro or a Peloton Bike? Here's how to get the same feels, but for way less.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
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                            All the cool new gadgets at CES 2020            Here are the exceptional, unusual and unexpected gadgets that stood out on the crowded CES 2020 show floor.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
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                            The 54 best Cyber Monday 2019 deals (just updated)            It's Cyber Monday. Here are the best prices on the latest gadgets from across the web, updated throughout the day.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
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Words Of Wisdom

As each wave of technology is released. It must be accompanied by a demand for new skills, new language. Consumers must constantly update their ways of thinking, always questioning their understanding of the world. Going back to old ways, old technology is forbidden. There in no past, no present, only an endless future of inadequacy

— Richard Kadrey
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